Hella horn wiring

Depending on the field of application and on the operating conditions, the horn mounted
onboard, also known as a klaxon, can have too weak a sound. In such cases it is useful to
install a more powerful horn in order to be able to produce an adequate warning sound in the
event of a dangerous situation. Important safety information The following technical information
and practical tips have been compiled by HELLA in order to provide professional support to
vehicle workshops in their day-to-day work. The information provided on this website is
intended for use by suitably qualified personnel only. The instructions can also be used in
conjunction with other vehicle models. Before starting the retrofit, the following points should
be observed and, wherever necessary, carefully checked:. The power consumption of the new
super-tone horn is indicated with 66 watts, an amount which in a 12 volt vehicle wiring system
corresponds, purely mathematically, to a current consumption with In the vehicle which we are
taking as an example, wiring with adequate wire cross-section, power relays and a 20A fuse
have been already mounted in the factory. Therefore, in the case of a permanent load, there is
the guarantee of sufficient power reserves throughout the entire circuit. Changing the electrical
wiring in this case is not necessary. If the onboard wiring or safety features are not adequate,
then it is imperative to change these in order that they comply with the new installation
situation. The power supply of the acoustic signaling device is to be cut off throughout the
entire setting up of the electrical connection. Because of the size of the new super-tone horns, it
is necessary to check that the best mounting position has been selected. The body of the
housing must be given sufficient room on either side in order to oscillate and it should not
touch any adjacent body parts. Connect the electrical connection to the super-tone horns, then
plug in the wiring harness to the cable routing and secure. If the function test is successful, the
bumper cover can then be mounted together with all its assembly parts, thus making the vehicle
once again complete and ready for service. The body of the housing including the retaining
plate determines the tone of the horn. Any change occurring to the retaining plate holder of the
super-tone horn can bring about a negative alteration to the acoustic pattern. Retrofitting on
this vehicle is comparable as regards the basic structures involved. It is only the
vehicle-specific mounting which has to be duly observed. With this vehicle, the holder and the
electrical connection could be taken over without the need for any adjustments. During all
retrofitting and conversion work, it is imperative to observe the product-specific mounting and
repair instructions of each individual vehicle manufacturer at all times! All rights reserved. US
Newsletter Video Hella team. Toggle navigation. Home Technical. Compact knowledge: From
basic knowledge to diagnostic tips for professionals â€” these pages provide you with HELLA
expertise for your day-to-day work. Gain an advantage through knowledge. You and your skills
take centre stage for HELLA â€” this is why we will get you ready for a high-tech future with our
training program. Skillfully draw attention to yourself - With our concepts and ideas for
marketing, you can showcase yourself as a professional HELLA partner. Mounting instructions.
Car horn installation using a Grand Cherokee as an example. Car horn replacement : Mounting
instructions. Installation instructions. Circuit diagram. Preparatory work. Remove fuse for the
horn circuit from the fuse box Disconnect the ground cable of the battery Important: as a result
of this disconnecting, several release codes radio, navigation etc. Switch off ignition and
remove key from the vehicle. Removing front bumper cover. Unscrew screws of the wheel
housing liner at the front, left and right Remove the lower covering and push back the wheel
housing liner If necessary, disconnect the washer fluid pipes of the windscreen washer system
and close them off Unscrew the fastening screws of the bumper cover on the top, bottom and
inside Carefully remove the bumper cover. Dismounting originally installed horns with holders.
Mounting the super-tone horns. Remount the holder in order to determine the mounting
position of the new horns Mark the mounting position on the holder. Remove the mounting
holder and drill in the required position Then mount the holder and the reinforcement strut
again and secure the horns on this bracket with the appropriate screws. Preparing electrical
connections for the new super-tone horns. Connecting the super-tone horns. Insert fuse and
run a functional test. Car horn installation using the example of a Grand Cherokee :
Instructions. Vehicle-specific steps in the process. Remove fuse for the horn circuit from the
fuse box. Remove underride protection and wheel housing covers Release fastening elements
of the bumper cover, top and bottom Remove the bumper cover at the front. Define the
mounting position of the new horns on the holder Then fix the super-tone horns on it with the
appropriate type of screws. Functional test. Reposition and mount the bumper cover again.
Finally mount the bumper cover again with all its assembly parts. Created on: We use a Subaru
in the example, but these are universal! These are Hella Sharptone horns. You can get them
from 1AAuto. They're pretty much a universal fitment. You can put them in any car. You just
have to adapt the wiring to your vehicle's wiring. They come as a pair. There's a high and a low
tone, just like a lot of cars have a high and a low tone. You can usually mount them in the same

spot as the original horn. Some people like to mount them up where you can see them through
the grill. But they come with little brackets to figure out the polarity of the terminals, so this
should be the positive, this should be the negative. They work off 12 volts. It says it right here in
the brackets. We've adapted and made some harnesses. We're going to use these to ground the
two horns together, and then we may need a little extender one for the positive on one side just
because the factory wiring's a little short. Just simply took some spade terminalsâ€”crimped
them on some 18 gauge wire, automotive wiring. I used a little butt splice connector, put the two
wires in here, a little heat-shrink and some electrical tape to make a connection to the ground.
And then just an open terminal I can put under a bolt here. That should work for us there. So
just like we said, these horns are universal. We're going to install them on this Subaru here. I
want to test the polarity of this horn. This should be the positive, and this should be the
negative. I've got the battery here. I've pulled the positive terminal cover up. I'm just going to
carefully put my finger on the negative terminal. That'll be the ground. And then you want to
face this away from you because they are really loud. I'm just going to touch it to the positive,
so I've actually got them backwards. Let me flip them over. It looks like there's actually a little
tiny mark right there. That might mean positive. It doesn't look like a plus sign, though. Let me
flip these over. So I'll put that on the negative, and I'll touch this to the positive. Next step would
be to find your horns. On this particular car, they're actually behind the grille. There's one over
here and one down in here. I got to remove this grille. I need a flat bladed screwdriver. There's
some clips along the top and two push clips down through these openings here. So I actually
push these in. They kind of go to an open position. Kind of helps if you pull it out a little bit at
the same time. Just go along the top. Actually, that unlocked pretty easily from the bottom.
There's little push tabs. You'd normally just go in and push it with a flat bladed screwdriver to
unlock it. This one on this side is actually broken. I'm going to start by removing this horn that's
over here. Spray a little bit of rust penetrant. That way and on the back side. It's 12 millimeter.
Use a little socket and ratchet extension. Block the horn as I loosen it. This is pretty rusty. I'm
going to spray some more rust penetrant in there. Work it, I'm going to turn it back in. Kind of
work the rust penetrant into the threads because I don't want to break the bolt off. Feels like it's
coming out nice and smooth now. Let's see if I can get that bolt out of here. There's the bolt. It
fell off the bottom. This is just a spade terminal. Just pull it straight off. Just like that. I'm going
to remove the other horn now. On the front and on the back. This one's also a 12 millimeter. Pull
this off. Put that aside. I want to mount my horns off the hood latch support. So this looks like
an ambient temp sensor. I'm just going to unbolt it, and I'll put my horn right over it and bolt it
right back in. This looks like it uses a ten millimeter. Spray some rust penetrant on there. Or you
can try a Phillips-Head, but I've got the ten millimeter socket handy. I'm just going to install this
horn. Reusing this bolt, putting it right back in the opening. Tighten that up. Kind of get it lined
up so it's level. Tighten it down. I'm going to take our positive and just kind of root it around
from the other side, and it was this lower terminal. Just push it on. I'll do the ground after I have
the other one installed. If you don't like the position of these terminals, you can actually just
loosen this 13 millimeter nut and rotate it on the bracket. So I'm just going to loosen it up.
Actually, it's just spinning anyways. That should put them at the bottom for me. Yep, just like
that. I'm just going to install the horn using the original bolt. Put it right into place. Just
threading it into the original hole, getting it lined up. Just getting it lined up visually with the
other one. And I'll tighten it down. So our positive terminal from the original car harness is still
too short, so I'm going to use this little jumper harness I made. So this just has a spade terminal
connector. It's going to go into here. And then this one is going to go on the horn. Now we need
to install this ground harness that we made. So I am going to put it on this side. Just feed it
under the original. On this side. This one will fit over here. This one. Now I can just run, I can put
this harness over, tuck it right here, and I will run it. I'll loosen this bolt up and run it
underneath. Underneath just like that. Make sure they're lined up the way I want it. And we'll
tighten this down. So I'll put our grille back in. Going to put these locking parts, they go in the
lower pieces right here. The knees will fit over the clips. They're in the radiator support. Start
with the bottom ones, and at the same time you might have to line these up. Just simply push in
just like that. Now they're locked in place. Alright now we're going to test the sound from ten
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